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Abstract
current ( ’ D D Q ) drawn by a static
CMOS device is extremely small and is of the
order of nanoamperes. Under nla*Y faults, ~ D D Q
can increase by several orders of magnitude. Either an external or an on-chip current sensor can
&’Iiescent

be used to detect enhanced static current drawn
‘3’ a static. ‘IMoS
device* An
sensor,
be
a BICS
significantly faster. Implementation of BICS has
received a lot of interest in the recent years.
Some limitations posed by BICS on I D D Q m e a surement caused due to increase in lDDQ
settling
tinirk as well as propagation delay is considered.
Reslllts indicat,e that careful attcantion needs to
be given to c.ircuit partitioning for implementing
BICs. Sollle of the collsiderations
rleed to
be tnken into account while designing new BIGS
are iwesented.

to a functional test set [2]. For IDDQ monitoring, either
an external (off-chip) or an on-chip current sensor can be
usecl On-chip current sensor or a Built-in Current Sensor (BICS) can be significantly faster than the off-chip
sensor.
Ill Section 2 , we review the research on current testing,
Section 3 we discuss partitioning of a circuit for the
purpose of improving the resolution of the current testing. BICS and its limitations are presented in sections 4
& 5 respectively, we conclude in Section 6 ,

2

Background

There are severa1 reasons for using I D D Q monitoring for
testing of ICs [4],[5]. Traditional IC testing techniques
are not effective in detecting a number of failure modes
in CMOS ICs. In general, faults such as gate oxide shorts
[4, 71, certain bridging faults [8, 91, certain o p m faults,
stuc k-on faults [6], punch-through faults, operation induced faults [IO], parasitic devices, pn junction leakage,
1 Introduction
and abnormally high contact resistance, may not manifest, as logic faults and therefore will not be detected
The use of leakage current measurenierit to detect faults by ,,raditiona, tests which monitor the output logic levin CMOS I(’s has been under consiileration for a num- els These
defects degrade the electrical perforher of years [I]. Recent studies on leakage current based ma,,ce of the circuit without affecting the
opera
testiiig techniques [‘t], [3] have concluded that it is nec- tion performed by the circuit.
essary to include I D D Q monitoring to obtain highly I A major fraction of failures caused by circuit fatigue
Iiablt! C’MOS ICs. The data presented for four sample will first appear as parametric drifts. Progressive gate
(:M( )S ICs showed that the defect detection increased oxll,eleaks for example, may not initially affect the funcbetui>en60% to 180% when ~ D D Qmonitoring is added
tionality of a device, but could become shorts during il
___
*‘]’his research was snpported by a SDIO/IST filnded short time leading to the failure of a device [(;I. Eventually some of them will advance enough to alter the
projc, t monitored by ONR.
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logical behavior or circuit failure. Leakage current based a t lMHz clock frequency [3], [4]. In BIC testing, an IC is
testing will detect these parametric drifts before they ac- implemented using a number of modules atrd each modtually change the circuit behavior. Data exists that show ule is connected to the power supply through a current
that a device that fully passes the logic functional tests sensor. Another circuit design for built-in current testbut fail the I D D Q test, fall in a significant category that ing has recently been proposed [17]. The output of the
functionally fail more frequently in early life than normal current sensor of a module is observed with the proper
input vectors to detect faults in that particular module.
PI.
The off-chip current testing has several other advan- Limitations of BIC: sensors due to virtual ground is contages over the traditional functional testing techniques sidered in section 4.
[ I ] In functional testing, the site of a fault has to be
excited and the effect of the fault has to be propagated
Partitioning Large Circuits
tcI the output. In I D D Q testing, the propagation of the 3
effect is automatic. Further, it can provide transistor
For large circuits, it would be difficult to distinguish the
Iwel resolution as opposed to gate level resolution. Off
faulty current from the normal one. The solution to this
chip current testing has proved to be very efficient for
problem will be to partition the device under test into
circuits like static RAMS [ l l ] .
modules. Each module will have it5 own current sensor.
Stuck-on faults in CMOS circuits cannot be detected
Thus these modules can be tested independently. A stausing traditional functional fault testing techniques.
tistical characterization is presented in [18, 191. The size
Test generation for detection of such faults, when IDDQ
of each module can be controlled such thnt the faulty
trsting is used, is considered in [12]. Different deciand normal distributions within each module can be dission processes involved in detecting such faults have
t iguished.
bren examined. The voltage levpl under stuck-on or
An upper bound of maximum n , denottd by n b has
bridging faults in (:MOS circuits depend on the relative
been arrived at in [18, 191, where 11 is tEe number of
iinpedances of the transistors involved and the bridge
cells in one module. Hence, the device can be partitioned
[13]. This makes detection of such faults difficult using
into modules whose sizes will not exceed ni,, and all the
voltage measurement techniques However, I D D Q testmodules will have approximately the satrie number of
big detects such faults It has been shown that f D D Q
cells.
tibsting also detects multiple stuck-at faults as well as
There is another reason why we want t o partition the
logically redundant faults [13], [14].
device into several modules. The larger the device or
I D D Q testing w a s demonstrated to reduce line fallout
circuit becomes, the larger the capacitance there will be
after 99.6% stuck-at fault testing failed to achieve deat the current, sensor input. So it will take longer period
sired quality goals [15] The high resolution required for
for the current sensor to respond to show the value of
ctirrent testing has been cited as another problem that
the current flow in the circuit The speed is limited due
rriakes acceptance of current testing difficult a t present
to the fact that the current monitoring has to be done
[:I1
after the transients have died down The diiration of the
The key to performing an effective I D D Q test is the transients will depend among other things on the capacprobe circuit used to measure the current. Such a circuit itance associated with measurement poini s. Thus the
should be capable of measuring small currents, without larger the circuit that is covered by a curient monitor,
affecting the supply voltage especially during transients, the longer will be the transient time
and must be capable of fast measurements [lS] The
different types of current probes in use are examined in
[ 161, and a probe circult has been proposed which allows 4
Built-In Current Sensors
a systeni to perform dynamic ZDDQ tests as an integral
part of the functional testing of a C'MOS device.
The simplest current sensor can be built with either a
Built-in current sensing techniques have been pro- resistive or a capacitive element (labeled I V Converter
posed to overcome the disadvantages of existing off- in Figure 1) along with a voltage comparat,or, as shown
chip current testing techniques. Current sensorb have in Figure 1. The current flow will cause a voltage drop
I Been proposed and implemented using CMOS t,echnol- on the I-V converter element and the volt,age on node
c~gy,sonie capable of detecting currents as small as 2pa VG(Virtua1 (;round) is fed to the comparator [16], [all.
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Figure 1: A genera,] current sensor
The other input of the coniparator is t8hestandard voltage ( vp,j)which would result from 1DL)Qth. Therefore,
if thca measured current 1 1 , is
~ greater
~
than I D n Q t h ,
Figure 3: A n inverter chain with 5 inverters
the ciutput of the current smsor is 1. If [ r ) D Q is equal to
or srtialler than I D D Q ~ / 'the
, output of the current sensor
value of IDDQ can be a few orders of magnitude greater
is 0.
value. The total time taken for
Since each module or subcircuit has its own current than the fault-free I D ~ Q
sensor, it is impractical to ohserve the output. of every the current to settle ( t S ) is the sum of t p d m a z and t , .
cum nt sensor. One solution to this problem is to prop( 'onsider the inverter chain (5-level) conhisting of
agati the outpuls of all the sensors t c ) one observable 5 inverters shown in Figure 3 Input/Output waveoutput pin which1 is designed solely for making pass/fail foriris along with current (Zoo) waveform obtained using
deckion This can be irnplt,mtmted b y using an OR gate. SPICE simulations art: shown in Figure 4. T h P current
The outputs frorn all the c'urrent seiisim are fed to the waveform shows almost x0.4mA current drawit by the 5
O R gate. When the current drawn by one or more mod- inverter chains when the gates are switching The last
, output of the OK. gate changes gate (lnws) switches around !).2ns, shown as [ p d in the
ules xceed I D D Q ~ ~the.
stat( Thus, detecting enhanced I D L ) Q .
plok After the last gate switches, the current goes to

5

Limitations Of BICS

For ~ D D Qmonitoring, the measuremrnt of the supply
currr nt has to be performed by the current sensor after
thr, initial transients have died down Figure 2 shows
a pl, It, of I D D vs. 'rinle for a CMOS circuit. t p d n l o r is
causl-d due to the initial transients in the supply current ttue to switching in tire various gates of the CMOS
circuit. I t takes certain amount of time ( t c ) for the current !,ail tmoend, i e., the current to schttle to an alniost
constant value of the ordcr of pic0 or nano Amps in a
fault free CMOS circuit. In a fault) ('MOS circuit, the

a steady low current in a fault-free CMOS cir uit. The
t h e froin when the last gate switches ( t p d m a z ) and until the current rtxaches the steady low curren value is
terined as t,. The sampling of the supply current can be
done any time after the current tail has reachtd the almost fixed very low value of current in fault-fr1.e CMOS
circuit. If the C:hlOS circuit is faulty, then the urrent at
this time would be elvvated and hence the BIc 23 would
be able to detect the f m l t . This results in a seti ling time
1

O f t J e t t i e = tpdntar

+

fc.

One of the components of the settling timo t s e t t l e is
t p d f n a x and the other component is t , caused by the current tail t p d m a x can be obtained directly from the max-
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Figure 4: I n p u t / O u t p u t & current waveforins for
inverter chain with 5 inverters
m u m propagation delay of the complete chain of the
gates in a given circuit,. The second component t , of the
settling time caused by the current tail depends on the
rise-time (t,.) and fall-time ( t j ) of the last few gates of
the circuit, Capacitance (C), BICS Resistance ( R ' ) and
t<hedistribution of propagation delays ( D p d ) amongst the
\. arious levels of the circuit.
CMOS circuits with varying number of gates were simulated using a built-in current sensor (BICS) [3] as shown
i n Figure 5 to study the settling time of the power supply current. CMOS circuits of different levels (1,3>5 and
10 levels) were chosen for simulation with BICS (Builtin Current Sensor) to determine the time for current, to
settle. The number of levels indicate the number of gates
connec.ted in series with one another. For example, simulation for 5 levels totaling 500 gates has 5 gates connected in series with 100 such series of gates in parallel.
Pigure 6 shows plots for I D D Q settling time vs. total
[lumber of gates for different levels of CMOS circuits.
The current is sampled by the BICS only after all the
t,ransients due to switching have completed and the current has settled to a steady low current value [3]. The
settling time shown in Figure 6 shows the time when the
current has settled to about 5% of the steady low current value for sampling by the BICS. The settling time
for a 10-level circuit for example, is greater than that of
a 5-level circuit with the same number of gates due to
the larger propagation delay ( t p d ) in the former. For a
c-ircuit,with a given level, the settling time increases with
I he number of gates. The settling time thus has two components, one due to the propagation delay, and the other
clue to the capacitance at, the node to which the current
sensor is connected. Thus the larger the circuit that is
covered by a current monitor, the longer the second com-

Figure 5 : CMOS circuit with BICS
ponent of the transient time will be. Another advantage
of partitioning is the reduction of this component of settling time due to the total capacitance. In addition to
the increase in IDDQ settling time with increasing gates
for a given fixed level, the propagation delay ( t p d ) also
increases with increasing number of gates, as the capacitance seen by the BICS increases with increasing number
of gates (transistors). It may be noted that when BICS
is not implemented or when the virtual ground is connected to the physical ground, IDDQ sethling time for
a circuit with a certain number of levels remains fixed.
The IDDQ settling time does not increase with increasing number of gates as the effect due to capacitance (C)
caused by the circuit under test as well as due to BICS
resistance (RI) do not exist.
When BICS is implemented the transistor terminals
(source or drain) in a CMOS circuit which otherwise
would have been connected to ground is connected to the
BICS. The transistor terminal (source or drain) capacitance (C) of all the transistors appears as one lumped
capacitance at the input of the BICS. The larger the circuit under test ( C U T ) , the larger the capacitance seen
by the BICS.
The settling time ( t s e t t l e ) of current for it given CMOS
circuit as shown in Figure 6 is a function of the following:
lsettle

= mtpd

+

R'C(f(Dpd, h / r j ) )

where m = the maximum number of levels in a given
CMOS circuit,
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Figure 6: IDDQ settling t i m e vs. Number of gates
for different levels

= the number of gates in a given CMOS circuit,
C = total capacitance of the I . ~ D
or Ground rail of CTrT

71

connrcted to BICS,
R' denotes the effect due to BICS resistance,

Dpd .= Distribution of propagation delays amongst the
various levels of the circuit,.
T(Iassess the effects of t,he capacitance (C) of the circuit iinder test, arid the resistance of the BICS (RI)on the
settling time for [ D O C ) measurement, simulations were
carricd out and the resulbs a.re given below. For varying the capacitance seen I)y the BIGS and to estimate
1l
.
i
the &ects on settling t h e , a circuit with 10 level in! t 70F
8dtilng Tlmo
,,. ..:
vertvr chain was chosen and the capacitance ( C )seen by
\ ,....""
60the HICS was changed to simulate for gates iipto 1000
...
50.
gates and the plot obtained i s shown i n Figure 7. The
~ )
time
abo\c simulai,ions show iiicmasing 1 0 ~ settling
40 PropagationDelay
,. .' .
with increasing #capacitanC.e:seen by t,he BICS. Efferts
of the BIGS resistance ( R ) was simulated by replacing
t,he HICS with a resistance. The value of the resistance
was varied from 10R to IOOOOR and the effects on I,,
settlrng time as well as on the propagation delay of t,he
inverter chain is shown in Figure 8. Results indicate
~ C ) time as well as increasing propincrlasing Z ~ ~ settling
agat ion delay with increasing BICS resistance (R' ).
M ith the above results, the partitioning of a given circuit hecomes very crit,ical as the capacitance offered a t
the iirput of BICS also needs to be corisidered in addition ~i~~~~ 8:
time & propagation delay
to the area overhead and resolution of the B I C sensor. vs. BICS Resistance ( R ' )
The effect of the capacitance (C) on BICS resulting in
additional propagation delay of the (:MOS circuit is an"

,

rDDS
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[9] Y. K. Malaiya, A. P. Jayasumanaand ft. Rajsuman,
other problem caused by the BICS This can be avoided
“A Detailed Examination of Bridging Faults,” Proc.
by providing a physical ground pin in addition t,o the
IEEE
I d . ConJ on. Computer Design, p p . 78-81,
virtual ground pin. This facilitates the ground pin to
1986.
be connected to the ground terminal of the system and
hence avoiding the propagation delay introduced in the [lo] R. Rajsuman, A. F’. Jayasumana, Y K. Malaiya
and J . Park, “An analysis and testing of operacircuit by the BICS. This scheme provides Off-line BIC‘S,
tion induced faults in MOS VLSI,” P r w VLSI Test
wherein whenever current sensing is required to be carSymp., pp. 1:?7-142, 1991.
ried out, the BICS is introduced into the circuit by dis[ I l l R. Meershoek, B. Verhelst, R. McIncrney and L.
abling the ground pin and making it, virtual ground.
Thijsseri, ‘‘Functional IDDQ Testing on a Static
RAM,” Proc. IEEE Int. Test Conf., p p . 929-937,
1990.

6

Conclusions

[12] Y. K . Malaiya, “Testing stuck-on faults in CMOS
integrated circuits,’ ’ Proc. Int. Con5 on Computer
Aided Design. p p . 248-250, 1984.

7‘esting of larger ICs using I D ~ Q
monitoring requires
larger test times and exhibits lower resolution between
friulty and fault-free devices. Some limitations caused
by BICS posed by virtual ground on the measurement of
I D D Qis shown. Careful partitioning of large circuits may
be required to reduce the effects of virtual ground caused
b y BICS. Also, use of an additional pin to avoid the
propagation delay effects of BIC‘S on the circuit, under
tcst is suggested.

131 N . K . J h a and Q. Tong, “Detection of multiple input bridging and stuck-on faults in CMOS logic
circuits using current monitoring,’ ’ Computers €4
Elec. Engg., Vol. 16, N o . 3, p p . 115-134, 1990.
141 R.R. Fritzemeier, J . M . Soden and R.K. Treece, (‘Increased CMOS IC Stuck-at Fault,Coverage with Reduced IDDQ Test Set,” Proc. Int. T f s t Conf., p p .
427-435, 1990.
[15] R. Perry, “ I D D Q testing in CMOS digital ASIC’s Putting it all together,” Proc. lnt. Ttst Conf., pp.
151-157, 1992.
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